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LEGAL DISCLAIMER 

WHITE PAPER 

 

 

It is our utmost desire that the information given in this white paper is 

accurate, and up to date, and all the products, services, technical 

architecture, token distribution, and company timelines; all these 

materials could have changed without any notice, and they can never 

be considered a binding agreement of the professional advice. The 

whitepaper does not bind any individual to enter any contract or any 

binding legal commitment to the contribution. This white paper also 

does not make up any form or any part of any opinion which can be 

considered advice, which can sell, or which can solicit any offer by 

Trillions to purchase our token nor shall it be considered a part of any 

effect which can be used for the formation of contract or investment 

decision. This white paper also does not have any capacity to bind any 

person to enter any agreement or consider it a binding legal 

commitment to the contribution of the whitepaper. 
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SUMMARY 

WHITE PAPER 

 

The S39 is a progressive business among unmistakable and elusive 

eco-accommodating blockchain innovation organizations of 

mysterious business administrators who, together, make a blockchain 

business local area. 

 

S39 advanced money projects recorded in S39 web3 and super dapps 

connected to true wares through blockchain to add dependability to its 

environment by supporting substantial actual item creation, like gold, 

mineral, land, petroleum gas, agribusiness and not failing to remember 

the furthest down the line ventures to be reported. 

 

The S39 environment benefits from the actual creation of these 

products by supporting true activities that create income. These 

certifiable ware creation projects benefit Super Dapp's clients around 

the world. 

 

Our company's goal is to create one-of-a-kind cryptocurrency projects 

that are free from rug pull, sharks, and crypto whales paving the way for 

including precious metals like Gold and the real estate market as NFT 

by that artist's work would be safe and sound and buyers could get 

authentic artist work Your contribution has the potential to generate a 

significant difference in your community. 
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PROBLEM 
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Cryptographic money offers an approach, to begin with, another 

framework, going around the challenges looked at in changing the 

account business. While crypto has drawn billions in ventures, 

decentralized monetary administrations are slacking. Regarding 

interest in cryptographic money, crypto financial backers can purchase 

and sell, yet that is it. The cryptographic money itself can't be put 

resources similarly fiat cash can. Starting endeavors to make shared 

loaning and resource tokenization so far has shown incomplete and 

problematic, so financial backers have very restricted alternatives 

regarding a venture of their crypto assets. The potential is tremendous 

to offer monetary types of help in crypto, in a similar way they are 

offered in fiat money. 

 

Having been called the digital form of Gold and the real estate market, 

Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies have exploded in popularity over the past 

few years. While the value of some of these digital investments has 

dropped off with time, sometimes making for a volatile market, it 

appears as if it is stabilizing once again. Yet, something to consider is 

whether Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are influencing the precious 

metals market—specifically, metals like Gold and the real estate 

market. Besides either increasing or decreasing the interest 

surrounding precious metals, are digital cryptocurrencies affecting the 

Gold and real estate market prices? 
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SOLUTION- S39 TOKEN 
DIGITAL ASSET 

 

S39 Computerized Resource TOKEN is a utility symbolic that depends on 

the Binance blockchain involving their extremely helpful vehicle for 

bona fide craftsman work. The S39 Computerized Resource depends on 

a sub-organization of the Binance Shrewd Chain. It is a particular 

venture, which might utilize the Binance Savvy Chain and the S39 

network simultaneously. The tokens are utilized as a crossing over 

money to guarantee the similarity between Binance Shrewd Chain and 

the S39 Computerized Asset. 

The computerized collaboration between the record and the S39 

Computerized Resources is referred to by and large as the Gold and 

real estate market worth convention environment or Confirmation of 

Gold and real estate market (Play of the game). Put away Gold and real 

estate market bullion is the worth system for S39 Advanced Resources. 

Nonetheless, as the coin isn't constrained by a solitary government and 

is of a worldwide sort, it shows esteem variances as per developments 

in the cost of Gold and the real estate market. Exchanges are affirmed 

by the FINDEXX network consequently empowering a consistent climate 

between immaterial resources and the economy. 

The S39 Advanced Resource was established by Mr. Graham Baldwin in 

a joint effort with FINDEX (M) SDN.BHD. It is a decentralized stage., that 

empowers secure web-based distributed digital currency exchanges 

without the utilization of a mediator. The non-fungible token, the S39 

Computerized Resource TOKEN, is a stand-out resource that exists on 

the web and is overseen in a computerized record. 

Our company, S39 DIGITAL ASSET TOKEN, operates as an NFT-based 

cryptocurrency, which uses a Proof-of-stake method. We are a 

Decentralized exchanges Platform (DEX) that allows for direct peer-to- 

peer cryptocurrency transactions to take place online safely and with 

no intermediary, and our platform would be NFT BASED and free from 

rug-pull. 
 



               TOKENOMICS                         
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HOW CRYPTO IS AFFECTING 
GOLD AND REAL ESTATE 

MARKET? 

The total value of the cryptocurrency market is now above $2 trillion, 

putting it nearly on par with the amount of Gold held as an investment, 

according to Bernstein. Crypto has gone mainstream amid support 

from companies and institutional players, and investors are 

increasingly viewing digital currencies as a reliable store of value and a 

way to diversify portfolios. Bitcoin, the largest cryptocurrency, traded 

around $43,300 on Tuesday, putting its market cap at roughly $800 

billion, according to data from Coin Metrics. When Gold jewelry is 

thrown into the equation, the precious metal's market worth is closer to 

$8 trillion, by Bernstein's calculations, making it roughly four times the 

size of the crypto universe. This explains that if precious metals like Gold 

takes steps in the crypto world that would be a blast. 
 

https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/BTC.CB%3D
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF DIGITAL 
GOLD CURRENCY 

The possibility of computerized gold money as an elective installment 

framework is nearly pretty much as old as the actual web. Not long 

after the web went standard, E-Gold arose in 1995 as the principal 

advanced money upheld totally by gold. At its pinnacle, a large number 

of individuals all over the planet were utilizing this help until it was 

closed down. 

Different endeavors to cause computerized gold money to have been 

made, yet this was before the time of Bitcoin. With blockchain 

innovation laid out as a solid bookkeeping technique, and with Bitcoin 

turning out to be better known to the overall population, another time of 

gold-upheld computerized monetary standards has arisen. 

There is a so-called (and exacting) dash for unheard-of wealth 

occurring in the crypto world, with various varieties of gold-supported 

tokens on offer. Indeed, even nations are hoping to give their gold- 

based digital currency. 

The essential idea is positively convincing. A token or coin is given that 

addresses a worth of gold (for instance 1 gram of gold is equivalent to 1 

coin). The gram of gold is put away by a confided-in overseer (ideally 

an outsider) and can be exchanged with other coin holders. 
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REAL ESTATE CRYPTO 
MARKET REVENUE 

According to an MSCI report, the size of the professionally managed 

global real estate investment market increased from $7.4 trillion in 2016 

to $8.5 trillion in 2017. Blockchain allows for the tracking of transactions 

and records across a network of computers. The real estate sector is 

traditionally an illiquid asset because the sale of this asset is long and 

process heavy. Blockchain can add a level of trust to a real estate 

business activity. If real estate tokenization is issued on a blockchain, it 

will be much easier to buy, sell, and trade your interest in any real 

estate asset on the blockchain. Blockchain-enabled smart real estate 

contracts will not only speed up the leasing process and save money, 

but they will also improve due diligence. 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.msci.com/www/research-paper/real-estate-market-size-2017/01032786497
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FINDEXX EXCHANGE 
MAIN TOKEN 

Holding S39 Token in the Findexx wallet allows a 50% discount in 

exchange fees. S39 Token also can be staked in Findexx and receive APR 

up to 30%. 

 

S39 DIGITAL ASSETS 

To address the issues in the Gold and real estate market industry, S39 

Digital Asset is developing infrastructure using S39 Digital Asset Coin. It 

is essential to breaking into the Gold and real estate market industry. 

Crypto dealers all across the world may truly think about themselves 

outside of tier managing agencies with the aid of S39 Digital Asset 

coins, which also helps them to express themselves as individual artists 

and crypto fanatics. It enables our users to learn about and gain access 

to the benefits of cryptocurrency and metaverse technologies. 
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DAO GOVERNANCE 

A decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) is a system of smart 

and self-sustaining automated governance that is enforced by Smart 

Contracts and the rules set up by Stakeholders. When DAO's 

government isn't run by a single body or group of people, it becomes 

safer and more democratic. 

 

When someone gets their S39 Digital Asset token, they get the most 

important voting rights that let them make changes and improvements 

to the current system in the most democratic way. Who owns the S39 

Digital Asset depends on how much they have in the system. People in 

the community are very different, and they don't know each other, so 

they can't be influenced by personal relationships. 

 

The growth and future of the projects depend on how well the economic 

models and DAOs are supported by the community. So, S39 Digital 

Asset is putting the most energy into the places where it counts. 

 

A carefully set up DAO would make sure that the platform could not be 

broken into because the management would be open and no single 

body would be able to control it. This is what S39 Digital Asset thinks 

and what it wants to do with its well-organized vision and roadmap. 
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UTILITIES 

S39 DIGITAL ASSET is a new decentralized cross-chain Defi and NFT 

aggregator. To get the best and best expense for an exchange, one 

should check the best cost across all the DEXs. Indeed checking isn't 

capable and doesn't engage challenging trading courses and ways. 

Consequently, complex S39 Digital Asset aggregator estimations are 

vital for getting a decent arrangement on exchanges. Our primary task 

is to offer customers favored exchange rates over a specific DEX and do 

that in the briefest possible time. Other huge charges are protecting 

customers from esteem impact and diminishing the probability of 

bombarded trades. 

 

It permits blockchains to address each other because it tends to be 

utilized cross-chain. It will assist our clients with working inside our 

environment and outside of our biological system, permitting them to 

exchange, contribute, purchase, sell, approve, and stake any crypto 

they need across the Blockchain. It would assist the clients with paying 

for exchange costs when they need to trade a token. 
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EARN REWARDS: 

PURCHASE OR USE S39TOKEN TO 
BECOME LICENCED MEMBER INTO 
SUPER DAPPS 

S39 Super Dapps provides tokens for what's in 

store projects by S39 blockchain business local 

area and for the pairings on the DECENTRALISED 

portable application. To acquire s39 rewards, the 

Client will buy a permit with S39 Token to take an 

interest into each task. By possessing an 

S39token you become a fundamental piece of 

the environment. 

Take part in 100+ tasks 

Every year, the S39 Chamber decides the 

quantity of S39TOKEN deals. From 2025 to 2038, 

there will be 58,500,000 S39 Tokens devoted to 

the Super Dapps people group 

The S39 token backings all activities in the S39 

environment. it will be the most generally 

matched and advantageous badge of the 

venture. Procure S39 tokens for supporting this 

inventive, decentralized, eco-accommodating 

blockchain innovation. 
 

 

REWARDS 

While a super dapps permit is dynamic, it is 

supporting the S39 blockchain biological system and 

every one of its undertakings. For this help,  each 

permit will be compensated with the dissemination of 

S39 tokens. Rewards produced every day are kept in 

the S39 wallet for no less than 24 hours and from here 

can be removed from your trade wallet. 
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Each mining is 24 hours beginning daily at 

0:00 GMT (UTC): 

S39 tokens were made in 2021 with a complete 

stockpile of 39B. In the primary year, 50% of the 

tokens are scorched. In the resulting years, 20% 

of the leftover tokens will be scorched, until just 

390 million S39tokens stay as the all-out market 

supply. 
 

 

DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE SYSTEM: 

 
We are planning to put forward one of the many 

platforms to provide our users to do 

transactions without the interference of any 

third party even without developers, which is 

also named peer-to-peer transactions online 

securely, from one user to another user by using 

their wallets which would many benefits for 

wallets holders like anonymity, mitigating 

hacking risk as well as preventing market 

manipulation. 
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STAKING IN 
CRPTOCURRENCY 

Staking cryptocurrency is the process of purchasing and putting aside 

a particular amount of tokens to become an active investor and holder. 

Staking coins is a technique of making regular profits on your 

cryptocurrency portfolio, according to crypto experts. Staking coins is 

also a form of passive income. 

 

The following is how staking works: 

• Make Your Staking Portfolio Diverse. 

• Sit back and make money passively 

 

Switching is no problem: 
S39 Digital Asset added another feature when customers staked their 

tokens on several blockchains. Without any technological configuration 

or complications, peers can switch to different networks. They can swap 

their tokens in a decentralized manner with instant validator approval, 

which means no one has control over their tokens. S39 Digital Asset is 

simple to use. 

 

Stake as much as you want: 
The S39 Electronic Asset is a Layer 2 decentralized record, that hopes to 

interface the standard financial world with blockchain applications. It 

hopes to clear out the opening between fiat (government-maintained) 

and decentralized cash exchanges and does as such by hacking down 

dealing with costs. Clients can stake their tokens, yet the most 

outrageous stock will remain predictable until it is drained. On different 

associations, the amount of checking tokens can move, but without a 

doubt the quantity of stamping tokens is limited to the best stock. 
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USAGE OF S39 
DIGITAL ASSET 

S39 Digital Asset uses the S39 DIGITAL ASSET token to transfer, swap, 

vote, and reward users. Users can use all of these functions by paying 

with S39 DIGITAL ASSET instead of paying with their network coin when 

dealing inter-chain, and all of this will be done without requiring any 

network balance. To create demand for S39 DIGITAL ASSET, a specific % 

of the fee will be burned. 

 

Protocol Validator: 
Protocol Validator has the main key role in the S39 Digital Asset 

ecosystem. 

Approves the swapping from one chain to another chain by 

validating previous chain burn and provide authorization signature 

which avoids middle man for swapping and keep decentralized. 

Update the new changes made by voting across chains to maintain 

the same token protocol. 

 

PRE-ICO LAUNCH PAD STRATEGY: 
Our platform S39 DIGITAL ASSET NFT decides to launch initial coin 

offering before making all our coins public to make aware about our 

presence and for our initial investors who believe in us and this new 

venture there is separate monetary and bonus incentives for as get a 

certain % NFT every sales. For ICO, we will offer a % of our total token 

supply with the price of  $ and will wait to raise upto two million 

dollars that will be distributed for various developmental and research 

purposes that will help to make our platform more stronger and stable 

like RND, Software and website development, cybersecurity, production 

of NFT. 
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WHY NFT? 

ITS HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 
The Global Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) Market was estimated to be 

worth USD 15.70 billion in 2021, and SkyQuest Technology predicts that it 

would grow at a CAGR of 34.10 percent from 2022 to 2028 to reach USD 

122.43 billion. ITS BLOC presents NFT that can be easily minted without 

going through the harmful effects of minting to further enhance the 

transaction rate of our platform we are operated through real-life 

banking transactions even in the metaverse, where while using EVM we 

can mint our tokens and allow the users to stake, trade, earn, swap or 

replace any NFT. Because these tokens are one-of-a-kind, they've been 

employed to represent digital art, virtual real estate, and game objects. 

A non-fungible token is a one-of-a-kind asset that is controlled in a 

digital ledger and remains online. These digitally unique assets are 

associated with a distinct value and complemented by a certificate of 

authenticity, ensuring that the object cannot be readily and endlessly 

duplicated, even if it exists online. Many non-fungible token 

marketplaces are available to purchase non-fungible tokens. 
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S39 token is a multi-blockchain functionality token with governance 

and utility benefits tagging along with it. Apart from that S39 token also 

presents itself as an NFT for their users with the advantages of 

uniqueness, transparency, ownership, and scarcity and also as a gold 

trading card. Our NFTs will be launching in Opensea. Our unique NFTs 

minting is limited to the amount of 10,000 and can be traded with gold. 

S39 Tokens are connected to an expanded asset of Gold, Mineral Assets 

and Land. One S39 Token rises to 0.5 grams of Gold that is safely 

vaulted. The Gold is all completely safeguarded and put away in the 

bank, and the Save Keeping Receipt (SKR) is openly unquestionable 
 

 

 
 

 

S39 TOKEN PEGGED BY GOLD VALUED AT USD 10.39 BILLION 
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SCARCITY AND HIGH DEMAND 
VALUE OF S39 GOLD 

Actual unmistakable resource, gold has 

exhibited its capacity to hold its worth during 

unsteady periods because of its shortage and 

appeal. 
 

 

VALUE OF S39 GOLD 

S39 token will be fixed at 0.50 grams of Gold at 

999.99% virtue. This will guarantee the 

steadiness of the symbolic cost kept up at $27. 
 

 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION 
 

 

Gold Bullion Certificate of Guarantee  

Maturity 

Fineness 

International acceptable hallmark of 

Number of Troy Ounces 

Number of bars 

Number of kilos per bar 

Number of Pallets 

Number of bars per pallet 

Serial Number of pallet  

 

91-008-L-50 

  November 4, 2022 

999.9% 

IR.P. 

8, 181, 815.67 

18,552.87 bars 

12.5 

24 

800 

RP-25 TO RP-XX1855287 
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INVESTMENT APPROACH 
We look to move toward speculation essentially in the senior various 

areas and, less significantly, to accomplish the best danger-changed 

returns for our financial backer's association. Regarding our most 

recent venture systems and our exceptional group, we may every so 

often get or buy value interests like normal and favored stock, warrants, 

or choices. S39 Digital Asset is separated by our adaptable speculation 

technique which permits us to contribute across the corporate capital 

construction and give enhanced openness across different exchanging 

stages, Crypto exchanging, and Digital assets exchanging which is one 

of the most over-the-top income-producing markets, International 

Trade, and surprisingly OTC protections where vendors can 

straightforwardly work with agents More sensible business, breaking 

down and making studies to its undertaking. 

 

By our foundation, individuals would have the option to exchange 

stocks and put resources into products, instruments, and a lot more Our 

center speculation methodology is centered around the direct 

beginning and sharp ventures, which we accept permit us to exploit 

market failures. In specific conditions, we may likewise shrewdly put 

resources into the comprehensively partnered advance and high- 

return security markets. 
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BUDGET ALLOCATIONS 
 

 

 

Proceeds from the token event will be used to expand our operational 

capabilities and development costs over the next 5 years. Our Target 

Proceeds is $1Billion. 

 

We will allocate the funds as follows: 
 

 

  

 

Liquidity in the Exchange 

 

40% 

Real Estate and Gold 30% 

Marketing 20% 

Operational costs 10% 

Total Expenditure 100% 
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